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Lagoon 560
Boat Type: Catamaran

OVERVIEW

560 : THE ART OF HOSPITALITY

The 560 gave Lagoon a strong lead in terms of comfort, ergonomics and style, combining the world-renowned

talents of the architectural firm VPLP and the design consultants Nauta.The version offers an additional choice of

layouts which are unequalled for this size of catamaran: up to 5 fully independent cabins and the choice between a

galley in the port hull or as a centre island.

The 560, designed for hospitable cruising, offers a layout which is ideal for accommodating a skipper, who has his

own private quarters on board.



SPECIFICATIONS
Basic Information

Manufacturer: Lagoon Boat Type: Catamaran

Model: 560 Hull Material:

Year: 2020 Hull Type:

Category: Sail   

Dimensions & Weight

Length: 56.00 ft Draft - max: 4 ft 11 in - 1.5 meter

LOA: 56 ft - 17.07 meter Bridge Clearance: 94 ft - 28.65 meter

Beam: 31 ft - 9.45 meter Dry Weight: 63478 ft

Deadrise Aft: -   

Tank Capacities

Fuel Tank: 182 gallons - 2 tank(s) Holding Tank: -

Fresh Water Tank: 63 gallons - 4 tank(s)   

Accommodations

Total Cabins: - Crew Cabins: -

Total Berths: - Crew Berths: -

Total Sleeps: - Crew Sleeps: -

Total Heads: - Crew Heads: -

Captains Cabin: No   

FEATURES

EXTERIOR

The fly bridge is a veritable upper-deck saloon (access via closable stairway). Its helm station provides perfect

visibility and includes a magnificent spot for sunbathing at the rear

The cockpit is fully protected from the sun and sea spray and is on the same level as the galley cuisine (centre

galley version), saloon and chart table. Includes large sliding glass door

Large and practical foredeck cockpit

Transom platforms specially designed for safe boarding

INTERIOR

A wide choice of layouts with 4 or 5 cabins ensures that each owner finds the answer to his cruising programme in

the comfort provided by Nauta Design.

The cockpit is directly accessible from the owner&#39;s cabin (starboard) and guest cabin (port) (or from the galley

in the “port-side galley” version) owner&#39;s cabin includes office, separate washroom and direct access to the

cockpit



Guest cabins include VIP accommodation with separate washrooms in the “central galley” version, the saloon is

made up of a lounge area and an “L-shaped” galley separated by a stowage unit that can also accommodate a TV

on a lift mechanism on the lounge side

saloon includes L-shaped galley separated by a stowage unit that can also accommodate a TV set on the saloon

side

The 4-cabin version with its galley in the port hull provides a cabin with two bunk berths next to the galley: a real

private studio for your crew, with direct access to the cockpit from the galley. The saloon, with no galley to occupy

space, is huge

The chart table is forward-facing, and comes with fold-away control board for electronics. The new electronic control

station on the Lagoon 560 is simple, user-friendly and efficient.

The vast hull lights ensure exceptional natural lighting in the cabins

The indirect lighting in the saloon and cabins provides effective yet restful lighting

The engine compartments are separated from the living area and perfectly sound-proofed



GALLERY
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